A CONTROL ARCHITECTURE PROPOSAL FOR SIRIUS BEAMLINES


Abstract

With the increased performance provided by 4th generation synchrotron light sources, precise motion control and event synchronization are essential factors to ensure experiment resolution and performance. Many advanced beamline systems, such as a new high-dynamic double crystal monochromator (HD-DCM) [1], are under development for Sirius, the new machine under construction in Brazil. Among the expected performance challenges in such applications, complex coordinated movements during flyscans/continuous scans, hardware synchronization for pump-and-probe experiments and active noise suppression are goals to be met. Two architectures are proposed to cover general-purpose and advanced applications. The HD-DCM controller was implemented in a MATLAB/Simulink environment, which is optimized for RCP [2, 3]. Hence, its software must be adapted to a more cost-effective platform. One candidate controller is the NI cRIO. The portability of both MATLAB and NI PXI, the present standard control platform at LNLS, codes to cRIO is evaluated in this paper. Control resolution, acquisition rates and other factors that might limit the performance of these advanced applications are also discussed.

INTRODUCTION

Sirius is a 4th generation synchrotron light source [4] under construction in the Brazilian Synchrotron Light Laboratory, LNLS. With 3 GeV and low emittance (0.25 mm.rad) [5], it will provide one of the brightest synchrotron light sources in the world.

The LNLS Beamline Software Group is in a strategic moment to review the control system definitions, reevaluate which architecture best fits the new machine needs and define a new standard platform.

In LNLS, two categories of control systems are devised, namely:

- General-purpose control;
- Advanced applications control.

This paper presents an ongoing development whose main goal is to create a robust standard for control systems, minimizing heterogeneity and enabling fine tuning on controller parameters. For each of these categories, one case is respectively presented:

- cRIO-Linux Project – migration from National Instruments (NI) PXI chassis to NI CompactRIO (cRIO);
- HD-DCM Tool – migration from Speedgoat xPC chassis to cRIO.

cRIO performance tests have been satisfactory and makes it a candidate for both general-purpose and advanced control new standards, offering a large portfolio of I/O modules and some robust software solutions under constant improvement by a large community.

GENERAL-PURPOSE CONTROL

History

In the 90’s LNLS created its own hardware for data acquisition and motion control, due to industrial policies and budget constraints [6]. LOCO represented a big technological advance at the time and lasted as the main solution for control systems until 2013.

In a process of upgrade of the beamlines, a new control system standard was defined, which was intended to minimize efforts of maintenance by using solid and widely diffused solutions. This represented a big strategic change. EPICS [7], a world-wide standard, was chosen as middleware, due to its open-source continuous improvements and large collaborative community. The remaining decision to be made was the hardware platform. Although, there was no hardware platform integrated with Linux OS in National Instruments portfolio, NI engineers proved that PXI was a powerful platform and it was decided that starting a collaborative effort to make it compatible with EPICS was worthwhile. Hence, a project named HYPPIE [6] was developed by LNLS Beamline Software Group and NI to allow:

- dual operational system (OS) execution inside NI PXI via NI RT Hypervisor [8] – LabVIEW RT, for accessing PXI hardware, and Linux, for hosting EPICS server;
- DMA (direct memory access) between OSs, to link EPICS to PXI I/O.

Presently, commercial motion controllers (mostly from Galil and Parker) and data acquisition hardware together with HYPPIE compose the current LNLS standard general-purpose control system.

A New Standard Platform

Sirius brightness will be up to 1 billion times more intense than the operating light source (UVX) [9]. This huge increase demands, among other higher performance requirements, more stable instrumentation, meaning that, in terms of control system requirements, faster feedback sampling and more flexible controller configurations shall be common.

At this point, the first HYPPIE limitation arises. The dual OS feature is based on NI RT Hypervisor, whose development was discontinued. Therefore, the effort to support new OSs ended [10], and neither NI LabVIEW RT nor Linux could be upgraded anymore. Another concern is about costs. FPGA would be an appropriate solution for latency reduction, but the FPGA module for PXI
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is expensive enough to be considered feasible only for specific applications, not as a standard platform. Without FPGA, latency is limited by the RT OS. Finally, since the general-purpose Linux OS (non-RT) can’t be changed, there are limitations about reusing IOCs (input/output controllers), due to incompatibilities as, for instance, the version of the compiler or the system architecture (x86).

Facing these points, HYPPIE is insufficient for advanced applications. Thus, keeping it for general-purpose systems would lead to a more heterogeneous standard architecture. Although, NI PXI is a powerful platform that can achieve Sirius’ requirements with FPGA modules, it would demand high investments and, even the earlier versions, could not run Linux natively [11]. Hence, the new standard control system needs another solution.

The motivation for the HYPPIE project was the integration of robust hardware and Linux environment. In parallel with this implementation with the PXI at LNLS, NI announced in 2013 a completely redesigned cRIO with built-in Linux RT OS [11]. This is a very convenient option because cRIO is a rugged platform designed for industry and widely used around the world. With a built-in Linux RT, it is a robust base for integrating hardware and EPICS. Table 1 presents a comparison between HYPPIE and cRIO, with the purpose of emphasizing the features of interest for the new standard definition. Despite the unfairness of comparing recent technology like the TSN (Time Sensitive Network) [12] with a 5-year-old system, deterministic network is an interesting feature for advanced applications.

Table 1: Comparison between HYPPIE and cRIO

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>PXI AND HYPPIE</th>
<th>cRIO1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EPICS</td>
<td>Additional Virtual Machine with non-RT OS</td>
<td>Compatible with native RT OS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TSN [12]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Compatible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FPGA</td>
<td>Expensive modules</td>
<td>In-built</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scalability</td>
<td>Limited by virtualization technology</td>
<td>Scalable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hot swappable</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Unlike the relevant effort of creating a standard control system by migrating HYPPIE tasks to cRIO, restricting the options for motion controllers might be unwise or unfeasible. General-purpose motion controllers can offer a satisfactory solution for a large volume of stepper and servo axes at significantly lower cost. Indeed, simple instruments, based on average-performance drivers and actuators, controlled via PID, notch and low-pass filters [14], make most of the motion applications. Galil 4183 controller not only offers such functionalities [15] at a reasonable cost, but it has also been satisfactory used for some years. Therefore, it will be kept as standard motion controller. In addition to it, a few controllers that may be linked with specific third-party motors and actuators will also be inevitably present in a smaller amount. Finally, customized controller implementations shall be categorized as advanced control solutions, due to requirements of plant identification, bandwidth and fast I/O.

**cRIO-Linux Project**

cRIO-Linux is a multi-layer solution for integrating cRIO I/O to EPICS, minimizing latency and maximizing throughput. The first phase of the project consists in defining the complete architecture. The second phase is the implementation of read/write hardware features that go from basic to advanced implementations.

The proposed features to cover all general-purpose control systems that use the cRIO platform are:

1. Digital read/write (arrays, FIFO);
2. Analog read/write (arrays, FIFO);
3. Encoder in;
4. Stepper motor out;
5. RS232/RS485 2-wires/RS485 4-wires Serial Port;
6. EtherCAT devices;
7. Triggering.

**Architecture**

Figure 1 presents the architecture of a general-purpose control system on cRIO platform. Considering that this project consists in hardware migration, it is possible to reuse the existing GUI structure. The high-level layers are based in Python, whose implementation is detailed in [16]. Although the architecture is represented from hardware to GUI, the object of study of this paper ends in the EPICS layer.

**Development Status**

The first phase is finished and the second phase is in progress, having the digital read array already successfully implemented in all layers. The development has been done by feature, which means that, according to the architecture in Figure 1, the architecture has been vertically iterated for each feature until conclusion.
ADVANCED APPLICATIONS CONTROL

The Sirius project leveraged the creation of a new category of control system for beamline applications in LNLS. In the new high-end systems, there is no room for random effects, i.e., a deterministic design approach is essential and every aspect must be considered. Simply trusting hardware specs and/or theoretical performances is, unfortunately, not sufficient to achieve the required optimized performances. Hence, it is necessary to perform system identification routines to validate all the real performances of the elements in the control loop systems.

This is the point in which common motion controllers fail, even if their feedback sampling rates were ideal. Although a linearized system tends to be controlled by simpler control techniques, such as PID, having them as the only choice due to controller limitation is not desirable. The characteristics that differ general-purpose control systems from advanced applications control at LNLS can be summarized as follows:

1. Well-known system plant obtained from system identification procedure [14];
2. Fully runtime customizable controller, parameterized by transfer-function polynomials or state-space matrices;
3. Control loop feedback sampling above 10 kHz;
4. Need of robust enough software to use the full capacity of the hardware (hardware as bottleneck).

Another feature of interest for the advanced applications standard solution is high real-time through EPICS, to enable inter-instruments deterministic interaction. According to [19], it is possible to achieve hard real-time execution with EPICS. Better results for latency shall be achieved via deterministic networks like TSN – built-in for some cRIO models. Hence, the cRIO flexibility makes it eligible as the standard platform for hosting also the advanced applications.

HD-DCM

Figure 2 shows the HD-DCM and its dynamic concept, aiming at a higher stability performance [14]. The schematic shows the first set of crystals attached to the Metrology Frame (MeF1), and the second set of crystals in the Short-Stroke (ShS). The motion system that controls the Bragg angle, parallelism and gap is composed by the actuators and sensors presented in Table 2.

Table 2. The Goniometer Frame (GoF) motion defines the Bragg angle, the Long-Stroke (LoS) performs coarse gap movement and the ShS guarantees fine gap and parallelism.
Despite the bottlenecks faced for BiSS latency and PWM update, the Speedgoat xPC results for system identification tasks and control feedback loop rates in real-time environment were remarkable [2].

Architecture

The motion system architecture is presented in Figure 3. Using a custom implementation for motion control provided flexibility for the controller design. Moreover, using the same hardware in the whole development process, including delay and noise evaluation, and plant identification, may lead to more accurate results. Hence, stability was achieved within the design targets, validating mechatronic project concepts [14].

HD-DCM Tool Migration to cRIO

After the control prototype validation, the migration to a more appropriate platform has started. Among others, the reasons that make cRIO a more suitable hardware platform to the beamline environment are:

1. Price – cRIO offers a more cost-effective prospect;
2. Support – NI has offices in Brazil and solutions are typically quickly released;
3. Robustness – cRIO is made for industry and it is used even at extreme environments, such as oil platforms;
4. Large community – cRIO is used by a wide community, leading to more stable solutions;
5. Signal conditioning – cRIO offers much better solutions.

National Instruments offers some tools for running external models inside LabVIEW. Therefore, as a first approach two tools were tested in an attempt of reusing the original Simulink code:

- With NI VeriStand [22] it should be possible to run Simulink model compiled as a DLL file. However, NI software incompatibilities with Microsoft Windows 10 OS were found. The tutorial for VeriStand Model Compilation included installing Windows SDK 7.1 instead of the Windows SDK 10, which, on the other hand, is required for Simulink RT compilation [23, 24]. In addition to this annoying downgrade, which could interfere in Simulink RT compilation, a more severe limitation was noticed, namely: a benchmark of LabVIEW RT at cRIO was made under NI support and the conclusion was that the most powerful cRIO cannot reach 20 kHz in hard real-time application. The CPU usage was huge, even for a simple application. The recommended hard real-time rate of only 10 kHz is insufficient for the ShS closed-loop controller. In summary, cRIO could not achieve the impressive Speedgoat real-time rate, which is required by the HD-DCM.

- The NI Control Design and Simulation Module [25] has a model converter tool for converting external models into LabVIEW blocks. After some attempts, several unsupported or partially supported blocks were found in HD-DCM Simulink code [26, 27].

Once the Simulink code could neither run as a DLL in LabVIEW nor be converted to LabVIEW code, the remaining option was to reimplement it on cRIO platform.

Architecture

Figure 44 depicts the architecture for the HD-DCM on cRIO. As the ShS controller requires a 20-kHz control loop rate, but LabVIEW RT is limited to 10 kHz, the ShS control loop, including kinematics transformations, must be implemented in the FPGA layer.
Conveniently enough, cRIO offers a set of motion control solutions (NI SoftMotion [28], dedicated 3rd party I/O modules) that covers trajectory generation, interpolation, velocity calculation, among other features for controlling stepper and servo motors. SoftMotion Service manages both FPGA and RT layers and will be used as the standard solution for customizable controllers.

**Development Status** SoftMotion configuration is in progress, whereas the I/O drivers and the ShS control loop with kinematics transformations are already finished. Thanks to the FPGA implementation, the ShS controller could reach 1 MHz. The analog output module (NI 9264), however, limits the rate to 25 kHz. Therefore, the hardware limitation target was achieved.

**NEXT STEPS**

The general-purpose control systems standard implementation is in the second phase. Once it is finished, the next step is the definition of a hardware solution for synchronization, triggering and counting for beamline timing management. In next months, a proof of concept is expected, with commercial tools to guide this decision. A test shall evaluate TSN low-latency deterministic and synchronous network characteristics. If satisfactory latency (for sampling time around 10 kHz) is reached, an integration between beamline instruments beamline shall be developed. As an example, the undulator and a beam position monitor are expected to work as setpoint and feedback position signals, respectively, for the HD-DCM. Also driven by the DCM, temperature control will be soon addressed, including cryocooling, heaters and temperature sensors. Finally, the different control loops, presented in Table 2, will be implemented in cRIO and must have their performance compared with the Speedgoat xPC results.

**CONCLUSION**

Defining a new standard is an important task that affects the routines of support groups for years. Wrong decisions demand rework that results in higher costs and heterogeneous solutions.

The present study proposes architectures for control systems of distinct levels of complexity and a standard hardware platform to host these applications, which even prepares the standardization of network and beamline time-synchronization tools. NI cRIO is a candidate platform to standard control system, satisfactory as for general-purpose controllers as for advanced applications, covering all aspects for a lower latency EPICS integrated solution. It shall enable the creation of a homogeneous control system.

To conclude, working with controller state-space models – as proposed in advanced applications architecture – proved to make migrations, when necessary, very flexible, because they are not tied to a specific commercial controller.
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